TYCs Cue Stage IV (Grades 10-12) will bring enchanting memorable moments that
share the magic of theatre with your young performer. The Program enhances students’
knowledge and skills of specific performing arts areas through our Acting for Film and
TV, Advanced Impro Troupe, Panto Troupe, Theatre Troupe, Theatre Lab and Creative
Writing Troupe, Entertainment Troupe and Film Production Crew. Our intention in
this program is to ensure that they are dynamic artists with the ability to be versatile
performers in every way.

WHAT DO YOU TEACH?

We showcase young talent at the end of each semester, during school holiday programs, also during term-time for our
main-stage productions and community events. We reinterpret classic and contemporary stories for our time and also
commission brave and relevant new writing. We are as ambitious as the young people we serve. Participants make new
friends while also developing their acting techniques, self-confidence, communication and presentation skills, as well
as their creativity and performance resume.
Voice
expression and
character body
language are
collaboratively
adapted in
contrasting
roles.

SKILLS EXPLORED
PERSONAL
Confidence and Self-Esteem
Language and Communication skills
Working within a team environment
Self-evaluation
Critical reflection in positive environment
Memory and recall skills
Group Interaction Skills
Presentation Skills
Creative thinking
Idea-Generation
Friendships

PERFORMANCE
Performing and writing for a live audience
Study of theatre styles and conventions
Study of film and tv styles and conventions
Acting / Writing Methods and Auditioning techniques
Performing full scripted plays
Performing full improvised plays
Building a character and narrative
Performing group-devised plays
Freeze Frames, Role plays &Theatre Games
Explore voice and movement techniques
Develop knowledge of Elements of Drama
Develop knowledge of Improvisation
Lighting, Sound, Cinematic effects
Costume application and set design

WHERE CREATIVITY TAKES FLIGHT

Various characterisation
techniques are
collaboratively matched to
the style of performance
Stagecraft is explored
through collaboration
with attention to spatial
awareness.

SELECTION OF CLASSES
SELECT ONE CLASS OR SELECT TWO OR MORE CLASSES TO RECEIVE A PACKAGE DISCOUNT.

BOOK YOUR CUE STAGE IV CLASSES TODAY

www.theyoungcompany.com.au/booktoday

dynamic

ignite

THEATRE TROUPE
During TYCs Theatre Troupe
Workshop Program participants
will extend upon their knowledge
and understanding of theatre
and performance in a creative
environment.
 tudents participating in this class,
S
would already have an extensive
knowledge of the theatre forms,
styles & conventions while being
ready to explore the next phase of
their performance journey.

Their in-class training provides
participants with the ability to
think under pressure, develop their
creativity and much more.

TYC provides students to gain
invaluable tools for understanding
the subtle mannerisms that are
critical for on-camera work. Learn
to read, prepare and develop screen
presence and acting skills for
rehearsing and performing scenes
to camera with professional input,
direction and feedback. Students
get the opportunity to practice the
techniques and skills they have
gained in class with exercises that
are shot and reviewed.

challenging

IMPRO TROUPE

Do you enjoy Thank God You’re Here?
Who’s Line is it Anyway? Well then
you will love participating in TYCs
Impro Troupe Program. Participants
learn the essentials of improvisation
through impro sports games and
activities as they work towards a fully
improvised performance at the end of
each semester.

ACTING FOR FILM

remarkable
imagine

Head online to see our timetable www.theyoungcompany.com.au/cue-four
TYC HQ: 169 - 171 Bunda Street, Cairns City QLD 4870
Phone: 07 40 41 4066 Email: admin@theyoungcompany.com.au

WHERE CREATIVITY TAKES FLIGHT

joy

THEATRE LAB

TYCs Theatre Lab Performance
Program aims to provide young
people with an opportunity to
explore a variety of theatrical styles,
conventions and acting methods.
 his is achieved through the practical
T
application of rehearsing and
performing a variety of published
play texts or devising their own
performance based on specific
stimulus materials. Students
participating in our Theatre Lab
program are committed, enthusiastic
and already hold a repertoire of
theatrical experiences.

pride

unique

ENTERTAINMENT TROUPE

During TYCs Entertainment Troupe
Workshop Program participants
will apply their knowledge and
understanding of theatre,
improvisation, devising and
interactive character performance
in an imaginative environment.
Students participating in TYCs
Entertainment Troupe Program may
already be studying performance or
drama at school or have previously
done so, while some students may be
completely new to the creative world.
TYC provides students with a
practical application of story
and character based interactive
performance for theatre and an
opportunity to explore and study
character and narrative stimuli.

incredible

PANTO TROUPE
During TYCs Panto Troupe Workshop
Program participants will apply their
knowledge and understanding of
Pantomime in a creative environment
and performing to the TYC community
in Aug and Feb each year.
TYC provides students with a
practical application of theatre and
an opportunity to explore and develop
new works that would not be able to
be explored at a school classroom
level due to time and assessment
restrictions.

buzz

heads
&

shoulders
next level

above

SELECTION OF CLASSES
SELECT ONE CLASS OR SELECT TWO OR MORE CLASSES TO RECEIVE A PACKAGE DISCOUNT.

BOOK YOUR CUE STAGE IV CLASSES TODAY

www.theyoungcompany.com.au/booktoday

CREATIVE WRITING
TROUPE

exciting

TYC provides students with a
practical application of creative
writing for theatre and an opportunity
to explore and study plain texts
and stimuli. As a Youth Theatre
Organisation we are also studentdriven, where the creative process
is driven by participants ideas and
opinions, and crafted directorially
by our experienced workshop
practitioners.

believe

FILM PRODUCTION CREW

Film Production Crew participants
will apply their knowledge and
understanding of film creation, while
utilizing elements of photography and
film production to develop creative
and imaginative short films. Although
students of TYCs film development
and production workshop may already
be completing film studies at school,
or may have previously done so, they
will be able to share their insights
with others who are new to this
fascinating art form.

As students work towards developing
a written piece they will continue
to grow their creative writing
resume and build on their theatre
making skills. Participants will also
participate in specific masterclasses throughout the workshop
program.

stand out

purpose

PRIVATE COACHING

If your Young Creative would like
to build on their drama skills even
further, our private coaching program
is most certainly for them. The
TYC Team offers both private solo
or paired lessons which will give
students the opportunity for more
focused character work and provide
further performance opportunities.
Students involved in our private
coaching program can also prepare
pieces for a Trinity College of London
Speech and Drama examination.
The team will help students develop
monologues, school speeches,
poetry, prose pieces and much more.
What’s more, these private lessons
can be adapted to cater for each
individual’s interests and needs.

success

Head online to see our timetable www.theyoungcompany.com.au/cue-four
TYC HQ: 169 - 171 Bunda Street, Cairns City QLD 4870
Phone: 07 40 41 4066 Email: admin@theyoungcompany.com.au

WHERE CREATIVITY TAKES FLIGHT
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